Today's diverse performing arts environment-despite cries of cultural hegemony or disparagement as commodity indulgencedepicts an unlimited border crossing in processes and practices. Scholars in folklore and ethnomusicology and cultural activists call for the preservation of intangible indigenous cultural products in the face of globalization. Global technology, fashion, and popular culture
Today's diverse performing arts environment-despite cries of cultural hegemony or disparagement as commodity indulgencedepicts an unlimited border crossing in processes and practices. Scholars in folklore and ethnomusicology and cultural activists call for the preservation of intangible indigenous cultural products in the face of globalization. Global technology, fashion, and popular culture draw attention away from traditional or archaic objects. Stoke (2004) highlights the exchange of musical elements in world music and the "cultural grey-out" as stressed by Lomax (1968) has accelerated since entering the mass-mediated era. In addition, contemporary representation of intangible cultural performing arts routinely involves heated debate on authenticity and survival. Folk performing arts for contemporary presentation in tourism and competition involves change and, basic concepts-"tradition, " "simplicity," and "archaism"-are lost (Hiro yuki 2003) .
Nevertheless, the Chinese lion dance has survived among the waves of modernity and contemporary culture. The lion dance (or wushi) has been a common ritual in China since at least the Ming (1368-1644) and Qing (1644 Qing ( -1912 dynasties (see Carsten 2005: 144-176) . The origins of the lion dance, however, are vague. A summary drawn from various sources (see Slovenz 1987 ; Hum n.d.; Matusky and Tan 2004: 152-161; Laufer 1923: 29-30 ) implies the following alternative origins:
1. The lion was brought into China from India during the Silk Road trade around the Tang dynasty (618-907). 2. Only the emperor had a chance to see this exotic beast; viewing a papier-mâché lion imitating the real animal rose as an alternative practice for the common people. 3. The emperor dreamed that a lion brought prosperity to the kingdom; therefore, the emperor commanded people to build a papier-mâché lion. 4. A Buddhist monk recommended that a papier-mâché lion appearing to the clashing of gongs and cymbals would ward off a fearful creature.
Though there are divergent stories of origin, essentially, the lion dance today is performed mainly as a ritual to ward off evil spirits as well as to celebrate, entertain, and express Chineseness. The lion appears in quasi-dramatic performance: he is teased by a Buddhist monk and acts mischievously, scratching and sniffing disrespectfully while a serious prayer is intoned. In our analysis the dance has three main functions:
(1) to exorcise, (2) to attract good fortune and prosperity, and (3) to entertain via music, dance, and mime performance.
In terms of human iconography and tradition, the lion plays an equal role for religious reasons, such as in Korea (saja-noreum and sajach'um) , Japan (shishi-mai), and Indonesia (barong), although the animal species itself was historically found only in India and Persia (see Foley 2015) . Through migrations and its nonverbal nature, this male energetic dance is not solely confined to Chinese participation and has traverse to other part of the world (see Johnson 2005) . The lion dance is a folk practice, but the press of big cities of the Chinese diaspora show it is popular today around the globe. In Maui, the journalist Lehia Apana (2010) described a scenario during the Chinese Lunar New Year in: "The phones at the Maui News started ringing early this year with people wondering when the lions were coming to town." Each year in Maui, the Au Shao-lin Arts Society will appear at local malls, hotels, and restaurants. The lion auspiciously dances its way through London's Chinatown to greet and gather crowds during the Chinese New Year (BBC News 2010). The lion dance attracts attention instantly because of loud drumming and clash of cymbals. The gigantic colorful papier-mâché lion performs animal gestures that please viewers. The dance reviewer Alastair Macaulay (2009) saw Leung's White Crane and Lion Dance Association's performance at the San Francisco Ethnic Dance Festival and deemed it more appealing than most other ethnic dances: "This very pretty and relentlessly adorable lion-performed by two menblinked and batted eyelids at us and backed away from the limelight in shyness, only to rush back and claim applause; quivered in exaggerated fright at the height and distance of a jump; scratched its hind leg with its head; and occasionally extended a coy paw" (Macaulay 2009 ).
The lion dance generally occurs in two forms-the northern and southern style-and the physical appearance of the lion and movements in the two styles are distinctive. The northern lion has a shaggy appearance, resembling a Pekinese dog, and performs with acrobatic skills. The southern lion looks more like a dragon; it is colorful and its movement is more circus-like, focusing on imitating the cat's character in gestures such as licking its hair and scratching. Around the globe the southern style is the most common, probably due to the large migrations of southern Chinese. In Southeast Asia, including Malaysia, the southern lion dance is a common sight, while the northern lion is rarely seen.
The survival and change of the lion dance is the focus of this article. Through a diasporic folk art, this activity has managed to defend its identity as a national art in Malaysia, surviving cultural hegemony which favors indigenous Malay material. It has positioned itself in a multiracial country withstanding the "assault" of modernity and Westernization and is not seen as confined to an art of a Chinese minority group. In its new formation it goes along the 1Malaysia political concept introduced in 2008 by the nation's sixth prime minister, Dato' Sri Najib Tun Razak, who took office in 2009. This article first discusses the survival of the lion dance as a Chinese diasporic practice in Malaysia. Following that, an innovative example from Johor's Kun Seng Keng Dragon and Lion Dance Troupe (KSK) is examined as an art shared among the different ethnicities following the 1Malaysia concept of the prime minister. Finally, the Chinese lion dance is positioned as a multiracial cultural phenomenon.
Diasporic Art against National Culture?
According to Matusky and Tan (2004) , the lion dance was brought into Malaysia by Chinese emigrants in the nineteenth century. The renowned local lion dance master Siow Hophiew revealed that the earliest record of a registered lion dance troupe in Penang, one of the most Sinified cities, was in 1903 (Sheema 2005) . Lion dance practice began in Chinese-formed associations and school clubs and survived through patronage and public events (Sooi Beng Tan 1989) . The lion dance performance is most active in cities with large Chinese communities, especially Penang and Kuala Lumpur during the Chinese Lunar New Year. In addition, the lion dance is a common sight at celebrations of weddings, funerals, birthdays, and other occasions for well-todo families in both cities and villages. The dance is also hired for the opening of restaurant and businesses; for example, it was popular at a site we visited during Chinese New Year, the open house of the Western high fashion designer shop Louis Vuitton at one of Kuala Lumpur's biggest shopping mall, the Garden, on 4 February 2012 by Kwong Ngai Lion Dance ("Bright Art" Lion Dance, 光艺醒师团). The Chinese community still believes that the lion dance ritual chases away evil spirits, at the same time bringing prosperity, good luck, and happiness. Lion dance performance remains a popular folk practice among the Chinese wushu (martial arts) community.
Since the 1980s Malaysian lion dance has taken place not only as a street performance but also as a competition (Chan 2009 ). Malaysia has played major role in combining China's northern and southern lion design (Ching and Wan 2004) , initiated the World Lion Dance Championship (世界狮王) in 1984, organized by the Genting Group (a leisure and hospitality corporation with its main business in casinos). It is held every two years. In 2014 this three-day competition awarded rm30,000 (us$8,400) for first place, with awards of rm18,000 (us$5,000) for second place, and rm9,000 (us$2,500) for third, rm3,000 (us$840) for the six remaining finalists. Tickets were rm80-100 (us$22-28). Teams from Australia, Brunei, China, Taiwan, Hong Kong, Indonesia, Japan, Malaysia, Mauritius, Singapore, Thailand, the United States, and Vietnam competed.
Given the enthusiastic use of the lion dance for events and its expansion into competitions its sustainability is obvious. Albeit with some improvisation and variations, the percussion ensemble (Chinese luo [cymbal] and bo [gong] with a leading shigu [drum] ) and rhythms drummed remain mostly unchanged in every year's competition. However, when a folk art enters into the context of competition, the focus is then on winning and the ritual's authenticity may be gone (Hiro yuki 2003) . In a lion dance competition, choreography, acrobatics, dangerous stunts and intense rhythmic accompaniment become the elements of judging. Acrobatics have always been part of getting the "greens" as stores place arrangements of vegetables (i.e. "greens") above the shop door, requiring the head holder to balance on the shoulders of the back legs player of the two-person lion. But now these gymnastic aspects have become emphasized via scoring.
Due to the increasingly difficult stunts, competitive teams in Malaysia are believed to be the first in combining the southern-style lion's head with the northern-style shorter tail. Since the start of the world competitions in Malaysia, this has become the revised costume commonly seen around the world in lion dance practice and performance. The new style presents the best from both regions: it keeps the more colorful figure with batting eyes of the southern lion, which pleases audiences, as it reduces the long drape of the southern-style rear, so that acrobatic feats and complex choreography can be easily presented. Grandmaster Ha Kwok Cheung took this new style back to Hong Kong after his visit to Malaysia; since then, the new approach has been practiced throughout the southern part of China (Ching and Wan 2004) .
Malaysian Chinese communities have sustained lion dance regardless of Western influence (see Carsten 2005: 144-176) . In Malay sian multi-ethnic society, the three groups-Malay, Chinese, and Indian-continue cultural practices for keeping group identity, although assimilation has taken place to a certain extent (Rashid and Ho 2003) . The lion dance remains an especially important activity for Chinese immigrants in emphasizing their origin (Feltham 2010: 130) . It is loud, full of the youthful energy of the martial arts groups that present it, and effective public display. Although some Malaysian Chinese may think that they are more Westernized than the mainland Chinese or that they have no relation to China (Kent 2005) , they preserve these cultural activities, especially lion dance.
Perhaps the fact that the Malaysian Chinese are a minority and see cultural display as a way of identity assertion resulted in cultural practices like lion dance meaning more to them than perhaps for the mainland Chinese today. In addition, the devastating racial riot in 1969 commonly known to the Malaysian Chinese as Wuyi san shijian or 513 Incident (May 13) reinstated the urge for identity and cultural preservation, even though the maintenance of Chineseness became sensitive. However, for the ruling Barisan Nasional (National Front, the coali-tion government ruling party since independence in 1957), the belief that the incident happened because of diverse multi-ethnic cultural practice led to the formation of the New Culture Policy in 1971. Malay culture and Islam became the central elements and this further aggravated dispute from other ethnic groups (see Kua 1985; Mahyuddin Ahmad, 2011) rather than local Chinese fully embracing Malay style dance, puppetry, or music.
In 1979 Tan Sri Ghazali Shafie, the home affairs minister, suggested transforming the lion dance into a tiger dance. To Shafie, the tiger found in Malaysia and traditionally linked with indigenous shamanism of the Indo-Malay area (which linked ancestors' spirits and the tiger) could better represent the country. In terms of the traditional percussion accompaniment to lion dance, the minister further suggested the inclusion of other ethnic instruments such as the Indian tabla drum and the Malay's gamelan to enhance its identity as a Malaysian cultural activity (Carsten 2005) . But these suggestions were seen as a frontal attack, and lion dancing became a symbolic representation of the many Chinese folk arts that government policy denigrated as "foreign." An instant widespread protest from the martial arts associations and other Chinese cultural organizations ignited (see Tan 1989 Tan , 2007 .
In resistance, for one example, Chinese may have become more supportive of the study or presentation of selected arts. Therefore, as Ooi (2010) explains, the failure to homogenize Malaysians of different cultural, educational, and language backgrounds was because the degree of diversity was underestimated. Another example of resistance is the controversial case of closing government-funded Chinese schools so that Malaysian education is standardized with national schools. Riots in the cause of preserving the Chinese school in Malaysia resulted in the "Weeding Operation" (Operasi Lalang) on 27 October 1987 in which 106 prominent figures from the opposition parties and ordinary people who gathered at the Thean Hou Temple in Kuala Lumpur were detained under the Internal Security Act (ISA) and the publishing licenses of a few local Chinese-language and/or Chineseowned daily papers were revoked (see Lee 2011). The Weeding Operation became the second largest protest/police event after the May 13 incident.
Although not as severe as the Chinese school case, positioning lion dance practice as a Malaysian cultural form stirred up conflict and resentment in the period after the incident (Kuhn 2008) . During this period of identity crisis the lion dance was evoked as an icon of Chineseness along with Chinese-language schools, and the inclusion of Chinese contributions in Malaysian history as the three main issues to be emphasized as "Malaysian." Views of the lion dance as a "foreign" performing art created hardship in its acceptance as a Malaysian culture (p. 66). Recalling this incident, Malaysian Chinese Association 1 former vice president Tan Sri Lee Kim Sai stated, "I thought having a 'tiger dance' was ridiculous . . . the lion dance was more common in Malaysia . . . but there was really no harm in having either one of them, as long as you don't cause trouble and don't disturb the peace" (Arman .
The campaign of the fourth prime minister, Tun Dr. Mahathir Mohamad, included Vision 2020, the concept of Bangsa Malaysia 2 or the Malaysian People, that emphasized acceptance of "others" in a multicultural Malaysia (Williamson 2002: 403) . According to Omar and Che Dan (2006) , during Mahathir's governance , politicians expressed their views about cultural maintenance, whether positive or negative; for example, the president of the Malaysian Chinese Association Datuk Ong Ka Ting favored that at least the non-Malay identity, cultural practice, language, and religion would not be attacked. The launch of Bangsa Malaysia (Malaysians, a term that includes all who live in the country, be they Malay, Chinese, Indian or other) revived the possibility of equality of Chinese lion dance as part of the nation's performing arts and the lion dance was seen staged along with other Malay performing arts at local festivals (Sooi Beng Tan 2007) . According to Tan, "There is less red tape and it takes a shorter period to obtain performance permits as there appears to have been a liberalization of government policies towards non-Malay language, education and culture since the 1990s" (p. 68).
Roaring with the 1Malaysia Concept
Ghazalie Shafie's 1979 idea of lion dance presented as a multicultural merger came to fruition in 2010 alongside the current prime minister Dato' Sri Najib Tun Razak's 1Malaysia program's multicultural rhetoric-solving what seemed to be intransigent political differences by creating a positive melding of different ethnic strains. The concept, launched on 16 September 2008, aims to "foster unity among Malaysians of all races based on a number of important values that should be the practice of every Malaysian" (see 1malaysia.com.my n.d.) . In an interview, the prime minister explained that:
1Malaysia is an integral part of cementing the whole nation-building process. National unity will provide us with the essential bedrock, which is stability. For any nation to move forward and meet challenges, you need to have a strong core and foundation. That can only be achieved if there is national unity. National unity is value system, a thought process which has to be articulated because everyone has different notions of what national unity means. So when we talk about 1Malaysia we expound the fundamental values associated with national unity, so that people understand what this process of being one means. (Oxford Business Group 2010: 20) National "unity," in Malaysia's diverse plural society with different cultural practices, is translated, unified, and simplified as "one" in the 1Malaysia concept. What is expressed by the prime minister is a concept complementing existing approaches in strengthening unity. In the 1Malaysia concept, "acceptance" becomes the principle in achieving this. Therefore, the uniqueness of each ethnic group is highlighted to build an environment where members of the multi-ethnic society live with respect toward one another (1malaysia.com.my n.d.). During the Malaysian general election campaign in 2013, T-shirts, flags, bunting, and banners with the 1Malaysia symbol of the Barisan Nasional were common sights everywhere. Ahmad and Ahmad (2014) in a survey show that majority of youth and senior citizen respondents were positive toward the campaign to bringing unity. However, the middle-aged group merely thought of it as a political gimmick. In addition, Hashim and Mahpuz (2011: 124) explain that the negative voices saw the campaign as continuing "neo-feudalistic political culture" manipulated by the Barisan National and UMNO (United Malays National Organization of Barisan National), with an embedded agenda to gain support from non-Malays in the country's general election. However, the opposition parties such as Parti Keadilan Rakyat (People Justice Party, PKR), Democratic Action Party (DAP), and Parti Islam Se-Malaysia (Islamic Party of Malaysia, PAS) that led the Bersih (Coalition for Clean and Fair Election) rallies in 2007, 2011, and 2012 created greater polarization. Some voices claimed that these anti-Barisan National rallies involving the three major ethnic groups, Malay, Chinese, and Indian, better reflected 1Malaysia in action. These opinions are seen in some online press and blogs.
Efforts by the government continue despite the lack of support and critical response from some parts of the community. The slogan's popularity is evidence of strong support of the 1Malaysia marketing and branding program (Ng 2011) . To date, the list of institutions and programs using the name 1Malaysia includes 1Malaysia Clinic, 1Malay-sia Shop (KR1M), 1Malaysia Public Housing (PR1MA), 1Malaysia Menu (MR1M), 1Malaysia Unit Trust, 1Malaysia Fish Shop (KIR1M), 1Malaysia Book Voucher (BB1M), 1Malaysia People's Aid (BR1M) and the 1Malaysia Investment and Savings Scheme (Sara 1Malaysia) (Star 2012) . Now groceries are packaged with the concept's logo, and advertising outside a shop may state "Dapatkan produk jenama 1Malaysia disini" (Get 1Malaysia Products here). Besides this, new 1Malaysia art competitions are funded by the government in song, dance, painting, and advertisements with a strong visual impact continuing to promote the ideology through local media. For example, in performing arts, artists of different races took on a fusion approach that led to 1Malay-sian dance, 1Malaysia song, 1Malaysia mural wall painting, and so on, 3 thus conforming to the concept of transethnic solidarities (see Mandal 2004) . Prime Minister Dato' Sri Najib Tun Razak emphasizes that the concept is based on the Islamic teaching of ummah ("community" in Muslim thought, thereby perhaps making the idea more acceptable to Malay politicians who from 1969 to the present have made Islam central to Malay identity), and he proudly declared to the press that "the harmony and unity we have attained today among the people of various races serve as an example for people elsewhere in the world" (Star 2012) .
Since the launch of the campaign, the government's continuous efforts have caused artists or performing groups begin to join in and stress the 1Malaysia slogan, or "Muhibbah," which means tolerance. The long-term success of the program is still unclear: Some see it as an attempt to lessen bumiputras ("indigenous," i.e. ethnic Malay) privileges as promoted in the National Culture Policy of 1971 while others welcome the idea that meritocracy or a free market of ideas rather than race or ethnic Malay culture must be prioritized. The Chinese, who have been involved in protecting their heritage identity in the country in the past, show some acceptance of the 1Malaysia ideology. It creates for them a positive opening for new art that is (like the people themselves) distinctly Malaysian, hybrid and proud of it. For instance, in music, Chinese orchestras such as Regal Orchestra include a Muhibbah performance program as part of their offerings. The most recent large-scale performance by the Chinese production group Dama Orchestra, which had always performed Chinese genres with all-Chinese members (see Loo and Loo 2012, 2014) , for the first time in twenty years worked with the Star daily in a production that included a multiracial casts playing to multiracial audiences in their musical Perfect Harmony (October 2011) . The production, staged in a series of twenty shows at Kuala Lumpur Performing Arts Centre, featured songs familiar to Malaysians of all races from the 1970s to the present with only 20 percent Chinese numbers. Local dancers such as Anthony Meh and Aman Yap from the Chinese dance group Dua Space synthesized the concept of 1Malaysia dance and music in a local television advertisement. Anthony Meh was dressed and danced as a Kadazan (indigenous group from Sabah on Borneo) while Aman Yap represented a Chinese, along with other dancers portraying Malay and Indian figures. Musicians playing instruments of different ethnic groups in a hybridized music accompanied the dance. Therefore, a drastic change has been seen in these previously single-ethnic art production houses following the 1Malaysia concept. Some of the Chinese performing arts groups embraced this concept voluntarily without support from government funding, perhaps seeing this as a chance that their work may no longer be labeled as foreign or representing mainland China.
Similarly, the lion dance, whose identity was in 1979 so strongly defended, has also moved along the wave of 1Malaysia. Perhaps the scars of 1969 and the history that led to those riots were by 2008 far enough away that a population born largely after that defining moment in postcolonial Malaysia was and is ready to move on from the sometimes embattled positions of the past. Exemplary action to support the 1Malaysia ideology was taken by prominent local lion dance troupes such as Kun Seng Keng Dragon and Lion Dance (关圣 宫龙狮团), Khuan Loke Dragon and Lion Dance (群乐龙狮团), and Muhibbah Lion Dance. 4 The latter group, which has consisted of forty members since its inception by Malaysian Airlines, was founded and led by the lion dance artist A. James Vijeypala-a group led by a non-Chinese was rare in the Malaysian lion dance scene. Muhibbah Lion Dance presented a multiracial participation with a team formed of Malay, Chinese, and Indians and became one of the busiest lion dance troupes touring the country (Star 2008) .
The 1Malaysia concept is incorporated in different ways, and one of the most common ways is participation of members of different ethnicities, such as the Muhibbah Lion Dance, in which only twelve out of forty members are Chinese, yet their performance hews to the conventional lion dance. On the other hand, Kun Seng Keng Dragon and Lion Dance (KSK) from Muar, Johor, reveals a different way of incorporating the 1Malaysia concept through a change in composition of the rhythm and musical instruments (see Fig. 1 ). KSK took on a spectrum of multiracial Malaysian beating drums accompanying martial artists in action. They presented a lion dance performance with Malay drums such as the rebana ubi (larger frame handheld drum) and kompang (smaller frame drum), India's manggelem vathiyum ensemble of thavil (drum) and nadaswaram (flute), along with Chinese shigu (lion dance drum), gongs, and cymbals. The troupe was led by founder Tan Chong Hing and the famous Malaysian lion dance master Siow Ho Piew under the motivation of the 1Malaysia concept (Star 2010a) . In an interview with the authors, Tan (2013) mentioned that the new concept was developed from the artists' own initiative without government support. Their main aim is to introduce the lion dance and its hybridized concept to participants and audiences of different ethnic backgrounds, and also to show the lion's potential in reflecting Malaysia's diversity. KSK, with thirty-four world and forty National Champion titles in lion dance, is a significant role model in realizing the 1Malaysia concept in lion dancing. Other troupes follow its lead. Tan explained that "being one of the leaders of the lion dance troupes nationally and internationally, we have a responsibility to promote the distinct differences and various cultural elements in our country and of course, to show to the world that we are united" (Star 2010a) . In a 2013 interview with the authors, Tan stated that the concept and its reflection of diversity in a multi-ethnic nation define the identity of Malaysia.
When KSK performed their newest version at the Genting World Lion Dance Championship in the 2009 competition, the group no longer looked like the all-Chinese troupes from China, Australia, Japan, or United States: they had two Indian cymbal players taking part in the performance playing the bo (Chinese cymbals), whereas all other Taking as an example the KSK's performance on 14 March 2010 at a local shopping mall located at Puchong, Selangor, the tenminute performance showcased a dramatic pluralistic multiracial Malaysian reduction to "one." A mixture of Malays, Chinese, and Indians formed a large ensemble of fourteen musicians that differs from the conventional show where one or two lions are accompanied by an ensemble of three to five percussionists playing on the standard instruments of one shigu, one or more gongs, and cymbals. At the KSK's performance, all musicians dressed in their diverse traditional costumes, giving a clear visual presentation of the involvement of different ethnicities. The performance began with the rhythmic ensemble. A crowd of shoppers stood and listened to the bright opening sound of the Indian nadaswaram and thavil as the two musicians walked back and forth. The artists played an improvisation based on a traditional Indian tune.
The Chinese lead drummer came into action after approximately a minute and began with a drum roll common to the lion and dragon dance, announcing the entry of the shigu, the normal Chinese drum section. The solo shigu drum played by a Chinese alternated with the full ensemble played by a mixture of Malay, Indian, and Chinese drummers. Movements of the drummers were choreographed. They took on different patterns of drumming, alternating between solo and full ensemble and made exclamations (such as "Ha!"), which are rare in conventional street lion dance performances. After the first three minutes of the presentation, the Malay drummers left the shigu player and knelt down, to pick up the Malay handheld kompang drums from the floor. At this point, the kompang performer beat the drum along with the shigu drumming, hitting with a strong accent. First players raised both hands with the instruments above their heads to highlight the newly introduced kompangs to the lion dance, perhaps, echoing what the prime minister always stressed that unity in diversity is our strength in the plural Malaysian society.
Only after a four-minute musical performance did the conventional luo (gong) and bo (cymbal) lion drumming pattern, played by two martial artists, come with the lion's entrance; at this point traditional music took over for the next minute. As the conventional rhyth-mic drumming of the shigu, gong, and cymbal created suspense, the lion jumped up to the first two poles with its front legs and immediately stepped back in a cautious manner to check whether it was a safe area to enter. These poles ranged from around 1-2.5 meters in height, enabling difficult stunt displays, attracting a large audience.
Audiences of different ethnic backgrounds were seen enjoying the act of the Malay, Chinese, and Indian performers. They were, in a way, participating in an act of the multi-ethnic 1Malaysia nation. This is similar to what Abdullah, Moner, and Tahir (2010) observed in sports, where Malaysians of all races would cheer for the country's sportsmen regardless of their ethnicity. KSK moved away from the once ethnocentric context of an ethnic-based performance. Here a strong coalition was seen in both performers and the members of the audience watching, cheering, and supporting, unlike what seems common at many local theatrical, musical, and dance productions that are single-ethnicity based. A single-ethnic-based production would normally draw in the majority of its audience from the same ethnic group. Our own experiences of attending local productions such as Puteri Gunung Ledang (Princess of Mount Ledang, a 2006 Malay musical at Istana Budaya [National Theatre]) and the 2011 Magic Mirror the Musical in the same venue (see Loo 2013) were notable as two extremes. In the former, we as Malaysian Chinese were surrounded by an almost all Malay audience. In the latter, the audience was mainly Chinese as were the performers. However, the KSK performance runs counter to the prevalence of ethnocentric divisions in local performing arts.
As the lion jumped up to the pole, the Indian nadaswaram flute began to play again and the lion performed a three-star-standard movement of the lion dance to the swirling Indian tune: circling around the pole smoothly to the linear melodic tune of the nadaswaram. It then shook its head from its left to right, looking around, a common move in the conventional Chinese lion dance, but one that, because of the accompanying Indian tune, here seemed to mimic a quick parivahittam (head shake in Indian dance) or the common Indian head bob. Although dancing to a melodic tune is not the norm for conventional lion dance performance, the KSK took this new approach, having the lion move in exact correlation with the nada swaram melodic phrase. For example, the lion's movement began and came to a halt every time the nadaswaram flute began and finished a phrase, showing perfect synchronization. After the sounding of the nada swaram and thavil drum, the drumming ensemble took over with a stately rhythmic pattern while the lion at the far end of the poles flipped its ears and blinked, waiting and preparing for its stunt. The ensemble gradually built to a climax and ended with a loud roar from all the musi-cians, followed by silence. At this juncture, the lion plunged along the poles and performed a dangerous stunt, resulting in exclamations from the audience that formed a call and response to the percussionists' previous roar. The scene was breathtaking, cleverly synchronized between calls, percussive sound, the lion's movement, and response from the audience. Other movements-including humorous tail wiggles; back legs kicks to show its mischievous character; and stand, hesitant, with ears flipping and eyes blinking-continued with occasional returns of the Malay kompang drum and the Indian nadaswaram flute and thavil drum. The whole performance lasted for nine minutes. At the end the lion went down from the poles, bowed, and thanked the audience.
Transforming Tradition: A Lasting Genre or a Passing Phase?
The above example describes KSK's 1Malaysia lion dance. In the contexts of culture, authenticity, and aesthetics, this new variant in 1Malaysia form provokes new scholarship and highlights Hirokyuki's concern about the extinction of authentic folk art performance.
First, the team of extended percussionists developed a new larger scale lion dance performance. Unlike the Muhibbah Lion Dance group, which had multi-ethnic participation in a conventional lion dance setting, the KSK reinvented the musical accompaniment and involved Indian and Malay instruments foreign to the conventional lion dance, also adding extra shigu that required more space.
Second, the practice of the lion dance was not as simple as in the conventional group, which involved traveling on a truck with a lion and three to five percussionists. The KSK troupe consists of twelve percussionists plus the nadaswaram and thavil soloists. The new group needs more space. Such expansion needs larger venues, such as a ballroom, concert hall, or shopping mall. Therefore, the lion dance in its new form has moved away from its street performance roots. Such expansion alters the lion dance, which conventionally used small trucks to visit housing areas during the Chinese New Year Festival. The cost of hiring a lion dance has grown as the ensemble enlarged. Chiew (Star 2014) , a lion dance coach, explained to the press that it was common to receive ang pow (red packet) as a token of appreciation ranging from rm20 to rm65 [us$6-20] when they performed in villages during the 1970s. Nowadays, the fee is larger for a lion dance performance on poles due to more dancers, assistants, and musicians. At shopping malls or hotel ballrooms fees ranges from rm3000 to rm15000 [us$900-4,500] depending on duration, the number of poles, and the troupe's reputation, while visits to private houses, shops, or factories cost between rm300 and rm3000 [us$90-900] .
Third, the music has undergone tremendous change. In a conventional setting, where there are fewer musicians, the shigu drum, luo gong, and bo cymbals players closely follow the movement of the lion. The shigu was used to represent the heartbeat of the lion and alongside the luo and bo to give a bold accompaniment to the gigantic papier-mâché lion. In the KSK arrangement of a larger ensemble, the lion's abrupt angular movement closely follows the rhythmic pattern of the larger percussion group and also the Indian nadaswaram flute and thavil drum passage plays in perfect synchronization. Chong Hing Tan (2013) explained that the group adapted to the Indian nadaswaram tune so that the lion movements were more dance-like. The added linear melodic phrase (of the nadaswaram flute set to the lion's angular movement hopping atop the poles) created an obvious aesthetic difference compared to the traditional all-percussive accompaniment. The interspersing of other kinds of drums, turning an all-percussion ensemble into one that now includes a melodic instrument, is a sig nificant change; however, flexibility in improvisation may face limitations when a larger number of percussionists becomes involved, and therefore perfect synchronization of lion with all the percussionists becomes harder.
Exploring YouTube, we found that the shift to 1Malaysia lion dance has yet to become fully popular. There are few comments by the YouTube community, but positive feedback can be seen in remarks such as "Wow, this is my first time seeing Indian playing lion dance. You guys are AWESOME! Keep up the good work" ("Indian Lion Dance Malaysia" 2010) . Video of the KSK Troupe in 1Malaysia style ("Kun Seng Keng with Malaysian Drums" 2010) received positive comments, too, which read, "the spirit of one Malaysia, truly Malaysia, truly unit[e] cultural . . . proud to be a Malaysian !" and "gd inil[ah] baru satu Malaysia goooooo ksk c u at genting" (good this is one Malaysia good KSK see you at Genting [competition] ). Another comment on the same video shows the writer's concern for national unity, "This should apply on Malaysian government . . . Chinese, Indian and Malay should work together. " Tan, the founder of KSK Dragon and Lion Dance Troupe, revealed that "In the early 90s, it was difficult to recruit non-Chinese to join us, as people believed this was a Chinese tradition meant only for the Chinese while others thought it was a religious practice . . . However, in the late 90s and in the new century, people started getting to know more about the lion dance and the non-Chinese began to join us" (Star 2010b) . It is clear that the constant rhetoric of Bangsa Malay-sia and now the 1Malaysia concept promoted crossing of ethnic borders and becoming of "ONE. " As Eyerman and Jamison (1998: 191) perceived, social movements become factors that develop new "rituals, traditions, forms of artistic expression." We assert that lion dancing in Malaysia has morphed due to the 1Malaysia concept. Malaysians of multiple ethnicities want the slogan to be true, and this has resulted in the new dance form. Lion dancing alone will not make a diverse nation one, but as a contemporary Malaysians of Chinese heritage, we believe this performance is moving our arts in a positive direction. According to Blacking: "Music is non-referential and sensuous, and no claim can be made that it is directly political. But some music can become and be used as a symbol of group identity, regardless of its structure; and the structure of music can be such that the conditions required for its performance generate feelings and relationships between people that enable positive thinking and action in fields that are not musical" (Blacking 1995: 198) .
KSK's musical ensemble exemplifies Blacking's theory. It gives onlookers a feeling of unity with its visual and audible experience of dance and sound. The lion dance, with its loud percussion heard even from afar, reverberates effectively, promoting the 1Malaysia concept. While this sound of a united nation has been for the most part performed in the capital, it marks a hopeful step in desegregation of arts, which for too long have been ethnically separated in Malaysia's performance scene. Though our research on the lion dance in the last six years shows that most troupes remain small and their music conventional, we hope this unified model is more than the passing rhetoric of one political campaign and that a 1Malaysia lion dance can continue to evolve.
Conclusion
The Malaysian lion dance has overcome identity entanglement as a purely Chinese cultural practice. People of all ethnicities now perform. The 1Malaysia concept successfully appeals to many who embrace the ideology of unity for a multicultural country. In our analysis lion dancing has undergone a four-phase transformation in Malaysia (see Fig. 2) .
The KSK transforms a tradition and supports the ideology of the nation in promoting unity. The 1Malaysia lion dance is a major step toward a multi-ethnic performing art. Aesthetics and performing arts that belong to different ethnicities merge. Rising above the objecting voices that in 1970 called for separation, the 1Malaysia infused lion dance has been accepted by large crowds with cheers. Whether this is a passing trend or will last is unclear, but rhetorically and affectively the 1Malaysia concept is pounding through our malls and dancing down our streets, providing an audible and visual model of who we are and what we can be when we stop marching to different drummers and experiment with how the rich strains can be woven into a shared and distinctive performing art. 3. For example, the Istana Budaya owns two orchestras, the National Symphony Orchestra (NSO), which uses Western instruments, and a traditional one, commonly known as OTM or Orkestra Tradisional Malaysia (Malay- sia Traditional Orchestra), which features a mixture of instruments from all ethnicities in Malaysia. Guest composers with knowledge of all ethnic instruments in Malaysia write music specifically for this hybrid orchestra.
4. "Kun Seng" refers to the Chinese general Guan Yu, who served under emperor Liu Bei during the Three Kingdoms period (220-280 AD), and "Keng" means "palace." Khuan Loke Dragon and Lion Dance is translated as Happy Team Dragon and Lion Dance Troupe, while "Muhibbah" means "tolerance." These lion dance troupes began with street or shopping mall performances with the 1Malaysia concept. The multiracial participation in these troupes perhaps becomes a marketing factor in that it shows Chinese lion dance is no longer performed by a single ethnic group.
